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JOINTECH
YOUR TRUSTED SOLUTIONS PROVIDER BEYOND SECURITY

Industry: AIRPORT
End User:
Nội Bài International Airport is the largest airport
in the north of the country. It is the main airport
serving Hanoi. The airport consists of two
passenger terminals. Terminal 1 serves the
domestic flights and the newly built Terminal 2
serves all international flights to and from Hanoi.
The airport is currently the main hub of the
country's flag carrier Vietnam Airlines as well as a
major hub of other low cost carriers.
The airport served a total of 13 million passengers
in 2013 despite having a capacity of only 9 million
at the time. The new international terminal had its
first commercial flight on the 25th of December
2014 and went into full operation a week later. The
total capacity of the airport has been boosted to 19
million passengers per year and is growing.

( Nội Bài International Airport - Hanoi )

310 Sets - HID Secured Contactless Smart Card
Keypad Reader

Business Objective:
Traffic movement through Nội Bài International
Airport has increased strongly in recent years,
because of this trend (ACV) Airport Corporation of
Vietnam has requested that the new International
Terminal (T2) will provide better services with a
more modern travel experience to its passengers,
while facilitating airport personnel with a complete
secure access control in entry and exit ways.
Efficiency is what the airport is seeking in order to
run their operations smoothly.

Solution:

Reader is flexible, highly secure, dual-technology, stylish,
and designed for a wide variety of applications.

Result:
The provided access control system was designed to
guarantee a flexible, effective secure management. The
systems facilitate access of personnel, passengers, and
watch over movements of freight and employees.

To address the complete solution, TNT
Technologies had to create a new structural wiring
platform in the necessary areas where specified
access points were going to be installed.

Life time warranty from HID warranting that the hardware
products will be free from material defects.

Security is a highly realized threat at entry and exit
ways of the airport. Providing this sensitive system
to ACV, experienced engineers mapped out a
sophisticated installation plan to deliver the solution
efficiently by being able to program multiple keypad
readers which granted access to airport personnel
where needed. HID keypad readers provide users
with enhanced secure interaction at the door.
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